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A Primer on Sampling for Statewide Assessment
About this Paper

When a statewide assessment is planned, one of the first issues that
arises is who should be testId?

Even after a state has decided to test

students in certain grades or at certain age-levels, the question, who
Should all fourth-graders be,testad, or:

''should be tested?, remains.

should some be selected for testing?
In some states, the objectives and purposes that give rise to,assess,

went include a desire to secure test results -for each student in a grade;
the assessment goals include individual assessment as, well as institutional
assessment.
tt'n""4""IR

When individual assessment is desired, the "who to test"

qdr.sAoWis7answered by the selection of a grade or age-level for assessnent. Whn individual measurement is not a goal of statewide assessment,
it it usually economical and administratively desirable to select a sample
of students for testing, ri;ther'than testing all students.

This paper is intended to be a primer on sampling for statewide
assessment.

If its purpose is achieved, the careful reader will, gain

.

substantial knowledge about the promises and pitfalls of sampling for

assasment.

The reader will not become an instant sampling expert; no

short paper can accomplish that goal..

Instead, the dedicated reader will

become a "sampling conversationalist", able to meet a sampling expert at
least half way, and able to knowledgeably discuss sampling issues important
to his state's assessment.
language of the expert.

Further, he will be able to converse in the

-2-

The goal of creating "sampling conversationalists" will he pursued
in three ways:
1)

By defining terms and concepts basic to sampling theory and its
applications;

2)

by' illustrating sone of

e ways sampling procedures can

used to achieve realistic assessment objectives; and

3)

by describing issues that arise when sampling procedures are

1.

used, and the factors that contriblAte to ;heir resolution.
The balance of this paper is in two parts.. The first part providels
definitions of some of the most important terms and concepts fundamental
tp the language of sampling.

In the second, consideration is given to tWo
o

potential objectives of a statewide assessment, and the ways various sampling

procedures can contribute to their achievemnt.

In part two, tho reader is

faced with alternatives and ehoices, and then presented with facts to help
him make decisions.-

Bone Terms and Concepts
Population
In any sampling study, there is a definable group or aggregation of

elements from which samples are selected.
is called the population of the study.

This aggregation of elements

Technically, anv agOrealation of

elements that have at least one attribute in common can form a population.
In a statewide assessment, some examples of populations that might be of
interest are all public schools in the state that enroll sixth-graders,
all sixth-graders enrolled in public schoolsin_the state and all publicschool sixth-graders in the state who are children of migrant agricultural
workers.

From these examples, it is clear that populations can he composed
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of individuals or institutions.
of people or things.

Similarly, populations can beicomposed

The first population, all public schools in the

state that enroll sixth-graders, is defined by two attributes:

control

of school (public) and grade-level offerings (sixth grade); the-seeend
population is also defined by two attributes:

grade-level, and public-

school enrollment; the third population has three defining attributes:
grade-level, public-school enrollment, and parental occupation.'

These examples of populations have some important chAracteristics
in common.

Each is composed of a finite number of_elemnts (sixth-graders

in the state, schools with sixth-graders in the state, etc.), and each is
defined by. attributes that are easily recognized.

That-is, one can easily

decide whether an element is or is not a member of the population.

Some'populatioms that are infinite in size may be encountered in a
statewide assessment.

An example of an infinite population is "all multiple-

choice test items that could ever be written, that purport to measure
ing comprehension".

In contrast to the first examples, thiS population. is

not defined by attributes that are easily recognized.

If faced with a

testhitem..tbaoantained a paragraph of prose followed by four questions
on the main theme of the paragraph, most of us would say that the item

was a "reading comprehension" item, and therefore a member of the population.
But what about an arithmetic word problem..."If it took six men_ five days to
dig a ditch...?".

Clearly, reading comprehension is a skill required to

answer the item correctly.

Yet it requires more than reading comprehension

to compute a correct solution.
The answer is debatable.

Is

the item a member of the population?'

-4-

All of the sampling procedures discussed in this paper assume that
the populations to be sampled are finite.

This is a realistic -assumption

whenever students, classes, schools or school districts are sampled. 1Inlike fin te populations, infinite populations are somewhat intangible'
and. exis only in the mind of the beholder.

develope

However, there is a well-

theory of sampling from infinite populations, so they present

no insu1aountable statistical problems.

Another way of defining a population is "the aggregation of elements
that is of.central interest in a study".

This is an admittedly loose

definition that might upset some statistical purists, but it helps to
point out the practical significance of populations.

In a real-world,

study suc'-t as a statewide assessment, populations are not theoretically.

defined eitities that exist for the fascination of statisticians; they

are the central foci

of the study.

For example, in your.. statewide assess4

me.nt

you may want to know the 'proportion of public-school fourth-graders

whose reading comprehension score is below the 25th percentile an a national norm distribution.

Here, the population of interest is all fourth-

graders enrolled in the public schools of your state.
real, and of practical interest.

The population is

If you test every public-school fourth-

grader in the sta,te, you can determine the proportion exactly (provided

there are no missing data, all absentees are tested at a later date, etc.).

Sampling Unit
Populations are made up of elements termed sampling units.

The sampling

units into which the population is divided must be unique, in the sense that
they do not overlap, and must, when aggregated, define the whole of the pop-

-5-

ulation of interest.

Samplin

units that might be used in statewide assess-

uents include students, class-sections, homerooms, teachers, schools, and

4

sch

81

These examples .of sampling units clearly define unique

1 districts.

ts (one student is different from another; schools that have the sake

g2Adetlevels are generally unique units) that can be readily counted and
aggregated.

-The definitions given for "population" and "sampling unit" may appear
to be circular.

But perhaps that's as it should be,since sampling units,.

wilpn iggregated,'make up a population, and a population is an aggregation

of sampling units.

Sampling Frame
When "selecting a sample", one is in fact selecting sampling units

from the aggregation thai-Co*oses the population.

For a unit to be

..
selected, it must be identifiable.

A list that uniquely identifies all

of the units in a finite population is termed a sampling frame.. l sampling
frame for statewide assessment might consist of a list of allsellools in.
-he state that enioll_pupils in grades one through six, or a list of all

secondary students enrolled full time in vocational education programs..
When assembling a sampling frame, care must he taken to ensure that
it corresponds precisely to the population of interest.

In the first

example above, a sampling frame that consists of all schools in the state
that enroll pupils in grades one through six would be composed of non-.

public schools as well as public schools.

If the population of interest

consisted only of publioielementary scilools, this sampling frame woaddie
inappropriate.

First, non-public schools would he listed in tlici frame although

-6fr`

they are not element e of the _population of interest.

The erroneous listing

of elements outside the population of interest is known as "ovaregistratioc4,,i
..

Second, the definition of an- "elementary school" differs from state to state.
-4

c-

In some states
.

a school is clasSified as au_elermtaryildva_if it_enrolli

pupils in any grade bdtwen kindergarten and grade
elementary school

ix

In other states., an

is defined as a school that enrolls pupils in

between kindergarten and grade eight.

any grade

In states with. the latter definition,:

there may 6e schools that enroll only seventh and eighth-graders, that would
be 'elements of a population of elementary sChools.

YOt these schools iould

;

be excluded .from a sampling frame that listed schools with pupils inprlp..0
.

one through six.

In this case, elementd-of the population of:inter4tetall 1
j

I

public elementary schools) would he excluded from the samplpig frame (all

,

schools that enroll pupils in gtades one through six). This type cif error
\°
is known as "underregistration".
-

----inslonstmcting_aing:frarne

1

Thy point to be made is that populations of interest in statewide asses-'.
merit should be clearly and precisely-defined.

Then sampling frames that in-

clude only elements in the nopulations of interest, and all elements' in

the

populations of interest, should be carefully constructed.
Probability Sampling Procedures
When sampling is 'used in 'statewide assessments, the financial objectilm's are clear.

The desire is to save money and time by measuring or testing only

a sample of students, yet be able to make accurate statements about a population of students.

Probability iwur6 procedures often allow these objectives

to be achieved, and in addition, allow one to determine the likelihood of
inaccurate statements about a population.

.

r
!

.

,

3

p

," Probability sertpling'erocedures have thrssOlaracteriStics in common.
First,'.the procedures are applied to.popUlations where the units which

........_edrcose the population- and the units which are excluded from the population

enaicitly defined.

ling unit, one Can,

That is, given a potential s

say Unequivocally whether it .is in the populhtion or not.

nhahces (pr probabilityr

Second, the

seleatingvany potential sample can ,he specified.
.

.

Third, every samplihg, unit in the populationhas a positive chance of beillg
selected.' It iAn't necessa±v that every potential sample have an equal chance
of being seleeted, just that the chance of selecting any. potential sample
can be specified.

The formal definition of a probability sampling proce.dure might appear
somewhat formidable, and perhaps unenlightening as well.

Sometimes el/eh

simple things .are obscured by formality (a square is a right parallelopiped

composed of four pairwise orthogonal line segments

),

Instead.of pursuing

the definition further, consider some sampling methods that are not probability

sampling procedures: Assume that an assessment objective is to dethrmine the
\
I

average sovialstudieS achlevenent of eighth- graders in each school district
;

in .the state.

Suppos4 that a particularly large school district decides to

test eighth-graders in half its schools and us

eir average.achievemmt

as an estimate of the. average for all eighth-graders.

Sut#33,e,key. decide.?

to select for testing, those schools that are closest to the distriet7.---,:,,
research office.

With this plan, they'll select the school closest to

the research ofeKfirst, the second closest sch ool second, alld so on,
until half the schools in ttc._ district have been "sampled".

This'isn't

/
1.ie it violates the third character,-

a pro6abi1ity sampling procedure,

.istic of such procedures.

All yie schools with eighth-graders that are

farthest from the diitriltt research

office, are

contained in the sampling

frame, but they don't have any chance (zero probability) of being selecte4.

This same violation would occur with any sampling procedure that selects
schools only from a prescribed section of the district.,
,

..

.

ling procedures cause problems not because they violate an.

/.These

.

)

arbitrary rJee, but-because they are likely :to produce samples that. don't
,

.,.,%...',..

'represent the population.

The district research office is probably in the

.t.

,

,

older or downtown area of the system.

Schools near it are more likely to

enroll students from lower socio-econamic status families than in the district
as a whole, and the achievement of these .students is therefore likely to be

lower than in.the district as a whole.
A

So again, the rules are not just

111bors.406...A4a...

They help to prevent trouble in the practical world

statistibal Art

'3

of asses

t.

.

Estimate, Population Parameter, and Estimator
In addition to providing procedures for collecting data, sampling,,
theory provides formulas for estimating charactpristics of populations; such
as averages, proportions, and totals.

When a sample is dralAilroni-.640p4.118,i'
..,,

tion, and a statistic (such as an average) is computed from data on the
units sampled, the number that results is called' ar estimate.

'or example,

if it is/156nd that a sample of ten students selected from a populatioNi
200 has an average arithmetic score of 42, the number 42 ira'an' estimate cf....
of the average for the entire population of 200.

K

The average for the entire

.

.
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population ,would be an example of a population papmeter.

In general, popula-

tion parameters are unknown characteristics of populations that survey re.

would- like-to know.

If every element in a population is measured,

the value of the population parameter can he determined.

Instead of measuring

'every population element, a survey 'researcher will measure only elerrentfa

a sample and, from these data, compute an estimate of the.population parameter.
Formulas that are used to compute estimates from sample data are termel
estimators.

In a statewide assessment, the average educational level of teachers
ti

in the state might be estimated -by sending a questionnaire to a sample_ofN

teachers, and computing an average forthe sampled teachers.

An average

ted from the questionnaire responses of the sample 'is an estimate, and

Ormula

used to compute the average for the sample of teachers is an

estimator.

Estimator Bias
'When a population is finite, the number of different samples that
be drawn from it is also finite.

A list can be made for any finite

tion,i containing all of the samples of a given size that could possibly
be drawn from it.

For example, suppose that a school district has four

high schools and an assessment director wants to sample two of the fokir.
If the schools are numbered from one to four, the six different samples
of two schools that could be drawn are as follows:
EaraPk

Schools in Sample

A

1, 2

B

11,

3

1, 4

D

2, 3

E

,21 4

F

3,4

SuppoSe-theassessment director wants to knew the average number of
.gertified science teachers per high school in the district, and dedides to
estimate the average by &Meeting data in two of the four schools.

In

this example, the population parameter is the actual aversge per school
for the four schools in the district.

Data front-ea:eh-sample would provi00

an estimate of this population parameter, and since six different samples:

could be selected, six different estimates are possible.
Continuing the example, suppose that an estimate of the population

!

\

average per school was actually calculated using data from each sample,
and the six estimates were then tabulated.

It would then be possible

calculate the average of these six estimates.

If the average value of he

estimates was equal to the population average, the estimator (formula
an unbiased estimator.

to calculke each estimate) would be

ed

If on

the other hand, the average of the sample 4stimates was either larger'
\\I
smaller thantne.population average, the 6.;stimator would be biased. 11
.

s

In general, an estimator is said to be biased if the average of the
,

estimates it would produce (if the average were to be taken over allrposI

sible samples-of a given size) were either larger or smaller than the popIf the average of'all estimates were to equal the

ulation parameter.

population parameter, the estimator iiaould be termed unbiased.

It should be intuitively clear that unbiased estimators are desirable.
An'assessnent director would he happiest if every estimate computed from a
sample was equal to the population parameter of interest.

S

utopian condition will hardly ever be true, it is at least ni

S

O

the average of the estimates equal the population parameter.

Although unbiased estimators are desirable, a biased estimator can
sometimes be useful if the magnitude of the bias (the difference between
the average estimate and the population parameter) is small.

Under some

conditions likely to be encountered in a. statewide assessment an unbiased
estimator may actually he rejected in favor of .a biased one.

At this point, the reader may wonder how estimator bias can be compubsi
using data from a single sample.
from sample data.

The answer is, that it can'tioe conputed

To compute bias, one would have to know the value of the

population parameter.

If the population parameter were known, there wpuld

be no reason to sample.

The bias (or lackof bias) of a sampling and estimation procedures is
--actually determined from the estimator used (a mathematical, formula) , and

-the mathematical assumptions that underlie the sampling procedure.

Deter-

ndnation of bias is an algebraic procedure that doesn't depend uporf dataat all (Murthy, 1967; Cochran, 1963).

TifERI/7AL OPTLF:

,(._'Isrpose that the

dverage number o

certified science teachers per school was known to be
equal to 3.5 fer the four crIkools in the district, and
the estimates compute,1 for the nix possible samples were
a:g follows:

T7p1c

,-oh(wle in :7a7ple

A

1,

B

1,

4.3
t)

F

3.2

P.P

1,

P

Estimate

,,9

7,

2,

4

4,

;

340
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The average of the six estimates would equal
1

21.1

- = .3. 52.
6

.

The estimator used would then .5-rlightly biased, since
the true value of the_population parameter is 3.50, and
the average of the estimates produced by all possible
samples of sine two is 3.52".

?Ire-magnitude of the-irbas-ii-

equal ,to the difference ketween the population parameter

slue, and the average of the six estimates:

3.50-3.52 e.

-0.02.

.

.

*In this numerical example and in those that follow,
It is critically important $
hypothetical data are used.
to recognize that these examples have been constructed
solely to illustrate the definitions ofsampling concepts
presented in the main body of the paper. each example
assumes a situation that is totally fictitious, and unlike the situations that will be encountered in practice.
Namely, it is always assumed that the values of population parameters are known, and that estimates are availmile for all of the samples that could possibly be selected.

In a practical sampling situation, population para(If they were known, sampling
meters will not be known.
Additionally,
only one sample
would be unnecessary).
estimate
of the population
will be selected, and only one
The variance of the sample
parameter will be computed.
estimaie (see the Mlowing section of the text) will(
not be directly computable from the data provided by a
HooeVer, the variance of the sample
single sample.
esti"iate can almost always be estimated from the data
provided by a single sample, and this estimate will alm,st always be coruted In practice.
Variance, Mean Square.

ErrajnilffiRimm

it will rarely
(When an estimate of a population parameter is computed,

be equal to the population parameter.

The difference between the estimate

estimation.
and the population parameter is known as an error of

In the
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numerical example Of the last section, the average number-of certified

equal to 3.5 for the four

science teachers per school was as4umed to

schools in the district, and the estimate comp ted from Sample F was

tions-the error of estimate would

With these as

assumed to be 3.9.

be (3.5) - (3.9) or -0.4.

If an estimator is unbiased, its variance is equal to the average

of the squared errors of estimate, when the average is computed over all
possible samples of a given size.

Suppose that the estimator in the

exaa)ple of the last section, had been unbiased.

Then applying this for-

=la for variance, the error of estimation would be computed for each
of the six sample estimates, eadl of-these would be squared, and the
average of the six squared errors would'equal the variance.
.For-a given

aMpling procedure and'samples of a given size, the\most

desirable unbiased estimatot is the one with the smallest variance.

The-

maller the varianc6 of an unbiased estimator, the smaller the chance that
a .large estimation error can occur.

When an estimator is biased, its variance is also defined as th.a
\-

average of squares of differences.

But instead of squaring the difference

between each estimate and the populetion parametg. , the variance of a.

biased estimator requires that the difference between each estimate and
the average of all estimates be squared.

The average of the squares of

these differences is taken' over all potential samples of a given size,
NINEYIrA

EXAMPW.

-onoidep ,--)nee again the hypothetical

lata vreoented In the 7a;;tn4merical example.

ex 177(?, thetirrrykiytic; ;(707

In that

n7.4r:Trli of ccrti!Yel ecierce teacher;

(10411trii?el

'(Th(71,

3 . S,

7*.n.

r (. zpo1 lio

ct

-14with four schools.

All possible samples'of two schools

were identified, and estimates of the average number of
certified science teachers per school were assumed to
be as follows:

Sample

Estimate

A

4.3
3.2

C

2.8

D

3. 7

E

3.2
3.9

the average of these estimates was found to equal 3.52.
These data may now be used to compute the variance of the
es;imaf5117-

Estimate

Difference Between
Estimate and Average

Square of
Difference

A

4.3

4.3-3.52 = 0.78

0.6084

B

3.2

3.2-3.52 =-0.3P

0.1024

C

2.8

2.8 -.'.52 =-0.72

6.5184

Sample

,

7

3.7

E

3.2

F

3.9,

3.7-3.52 = 0.18

0.0324

I

3.2-3.52 =-0.32

0.1024

3.0-3.52 = 0.38

0.1444

Sum of Squares:

1.5084

Variance of Estimator m (1.5084)/(6) = 0.2514

The definitions ofCvariance for biased estimators and unbiased estimators are illustrated by Figures 1A and 1B, below.

Each figure shows a

distribution of estimates across all potential samples from a population.

0
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In Figure IA, the average of all estimates and the population par
have different values, and the difference between them is equal to the
bias of the estimator.

In Figure 1B, the average of all estimates and

the population parameter -have the same value, since the estimator is
unbiased.
a

If an assessment director has a choice of using two unbiased estimators,
the one with the- smaAest variance should be selected.

But what if the

choice is between a biased estimator and an unbiased estimator? The biased
estimator may have the smallest variance but its bias may be la4ge, and
The assessment director needs sone way of

the proper choice is unclear.

comparing the magnitude of estimation errors of biased and unbiased estimators.
A useful measure for this purpose is called the mean square error.

Mean

square error equals the sum of the estimator variance .and the square of
estimator bias,
,

2

Mean square error = Variance + (Bias) 2.

nVEPT(74T .:YAMPTP:

!icing-the data if the previous:numer-

,
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-17For an unbiased estimator, the mean square error and the variance are,equai,
since the bias is zero.

For a given sample size, an estimator that has a smaller mean square
error than another is said to be more efficient.

For .a given sampling

procedure, the most efficient estimator should always be used, since it will
provide the smallest estimation errors, on the average.
e

Uhen different
1

,-samPling procedures are used, a less efficient estimator may
if i

pra

sampling proceduie is less costly or more convenient.

be prefer*
In the

cai\world of statewide assAment, it may be worthwhile to take a

largfr sample if the sampling procedure that can be used is more administratively convenient or less expensive to complete.

Consistency
Some amount of error in the estimation ofpopulatiostimumeters,from
sample data is almost inevitable.

Hadever, the magnitude of errors likely

to occur can often be controlled.

With some sampling and estimation pro-

cedures, the mean square error value can be reduced by drawing
larger and larger samples, and estimation error is reduced to zero when

the sale size equals the population size.
provide

nsistent estimation.

Such procedures are said to

A sampling and estimation procedure is

said to be inconsistent if sampling errors can occur even when the sample
size equals the population_sizdv_.

When lack of consistency is encountered in practice, the' sampling is

usually being done "with-replacement".

In a "with replacemenL" procedure,

an element of a population can enter the same sample more than once.
though lack of consistency can occur when, elements are sampled without re-

placement (once an element is sampled it

is,

it is not encountered in practical problems.

removed from the population),.

()
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As an example of a "with replacement" sampling procedure, consider
the case discussed in conjunction with estimator bias, above.

In that

s.

example, two schools were sampled from a population of four schools.

If

sampling were to be done with rpplacement, ten different samples of two
schools could be drawn.

In addition to the. six 'samples listed in the

previous example, the following are possibilities:.

Sample

Schools in Sample

.G

1, 1

H

2,2
.3/.
4

4

point, one could 'select many. different samples of four

Sample

Schools in Sample

A

12, 3, 3-

B

1

1,

2.3

C

1, 1,

3,.4

1,

1,

1, 1

3,

4, 4, 4

Unless the number of certified science teachers was the same in all
schools, each of these samples vuuld proyide a different estimate of the
average number of science teachers per school.

As a result, sampling

errors could occur even though the sample ,size and the'population size

-19--

Lack of consistency becomes a problem of real concern in two situations.
O

Fi...rpt, when the mean square error of an estimator is not reduced in size in

some orderly way, as the sample size is made larger and larger.

Second,

when the size of the sample necessary to achieve 'an acceptable mean square
error` is close to the size of the population. *Several-sampling and estimation procedures .that are othexwise-attractive for statewide assessment may

produce these problems in some situations.

These procedures, and the

potentially problematic.conditions, are described in the next part of this
paper.
V

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE.
\

Consider once again the hypothetical

situation described in previous numerical examples, but
suppose that a "with replacement" sartplina procedure is.
used.' Assume that all samples of 'size one, two, three,

and four schools are selected, and the mean square error
of the estimator is computed for each sample size.

Sitp-

pose that the results are as forlows:

Mean Square Error

'ample Size

1.25

1

0.64

0.88
0.22

4

This esrxiple illustrates t<.,0 kinds of inconsistency.

rirst, the mean square error ices not become progre.;sively
smaller '2 the carTIc cz7ze.
error pr samp7.0:3

`.hroe

ic.peaned; the mean square
-!..1

larger than the- 'lean
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/square error for samplos of boo ochools.
mean square' error

Second, the

larger than zero for samplec of

four schoolr,'even though 'here are only four schools-,
in the population.

Clearly, the first kind of inconsistency is in-..

tolerable.

A sampling researcher never knows how large
t)

4

the mean Square error Will be, although it can

usti-

,

mvxd for many sampling procedures.

Unless' estimates

are made for every possible sample size (which is s6meimpossible), the researcher) can't determine (in

appropriate sample size with any Degree 01 confidence;
a large sample may be less efficient than a sma77 sample.

'Using Samplinq in Statewide Assessment

Whether sampling is useful for statewide assessment depends primarily
on the objectives of the assessment, ancitsecondarily on the capabilities of
-Apse conducting the assessment.

For some assessment purposes,

usually. when

assessment results are desired for individual students, sampling will not be
useful at all.

For other purposes, as when assessment results are desired

for individual classrooms,

sampling may be feasible but impractical.

But

for ,any assessment rurposes, sampling will not only he feasible, but a.

practical route to saving time, dollars and effort.
ehe capabilities of the agency conducting the assessment have been
deemed secondary when considering the usefulness of sampling, since considerable help -- through consultants or outside agencies--is likely to be

,

.
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Further, the costs of such assistance are

readily available.

Ykely to be

more than repaid through the savings afforded by sampling.

Some sampling procedures are both feasible and practical for some
assessment purposes, but infeasible or impractical for other*.
example, simple random s

For

ling (Which is discussed below) may-beAffp-

practical for determining the average achievement of pupils in a parAicular grade throughout a state
for

(the impractiCality stems from die need

single_lista_all pupils enrolled throughout the state), but

practical and feasible for determining-the average achievement of pupils
In the latter case,

in a particular grade in each schiiol in the state.

separate simple random samples might be selected from each school, using
readily-available lists in each school district.

To this point, this gaper has been concerned with the language of

sampling--basic terms and.concepts necessary to an understanding of samWe shall now change course by considering two practical

pling and samplers.

assessor"- objectives gleaned from actual state asses

describing how sampling procedures could be used in a

t reports, and

- 'ng there

objectives.
Ob'ective 1:

Determinin

the Avera e 'Readin

Achievement of all Fifth-.

Graders in the State.

An obvious way of determining the average reading achievement of all

fifth-grade pupils in a state is to test them all, record their score; and
compute the Average.

This procedure, known as. taking a census of fifilh!)

-graders, was actually followed in the state that reported this objective..

/
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For many objectives, and particularly when estimating statewide averages,
taking a census_is wasteful and unnecessary.

Simile Random
One procedure that could be used to achieve Objective 1 is-called
imple random 24E241193 a procedure in which every potential sample had
an equal chance of being selected.

Merely computing the arithmetic

average of data from a simple random sample will provide an estimate of
----the-pepulatien-average.--This,sampling-and-estzimation-pro

biased and consistent, and there are well-known formulas for estimating
the mean square error of the sample average (Hansen, Hurwitz and Madaa,
1953).

'To estimate the average reading achievement of fifth-graders in a
state through simple random sampling, the procedure would be as follows.
First, a sampling frame would be cons
enrolled in the state, and assigning

t9ed by listing each fif

-grader

unique number to each list d pupil.

The sampling frame would include all enrolled fifth-graders or only fifthgraders enrolled in public schools, depending on the population of interest.

Once the sampling frame was constructed, a table of random numbers would
be used to select a sample of the desired size.

A number would be drawn

from the random number table, and the pupil with the corresponding number
.would be added to the sample.

If a milmber drawn from the table either'

exceeded the largost number on the llst of pupils, cr repeated a number
already drawn, it would be discarded.

Selection of random numbers from

the.,...,,
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table and corresponding pupils from the list would continue, until

the desired sample size was reached.

A practical problem that we have skirted so far will_arise time and
Sragain in sampling.

,

Just what is the lideRired sample size" and haw can it4

be determined? With;Simple random sampling, the desired sample size can be
computed through straightforward application of a formula given by Hansen,

.

Hurwitz and Madcw (1953)u Cochran (1963) or in many other books on sampling.
o

,

%

RAfhear flArt

stating-tha_formulaherer_weoatill_coilairler some? _.of the _factors

that enter into it.

First, of all,, the size of a sample that's required to

estimate a population parameter depends on the magnitude of the estimation
errors that can be tolerated.

The entire population must be sampled if the

-parameter must be known exactly.

If-a sample is taken, there will almost

always be some estimation error, and for some samples the error may be very
large.

Since simple random sampling is consistent, the variance of

estimation errors can be reduced, by increasing the sample size.

Three factors enter the sample size formula for simple random samplin94-,
the size of the population, the variance of the variable that is to be esti-

mated, and the size of the estimation error that can be tolerated.
rules of thumb for these ?actors.pare as follows:

Sane

The larger the population

size, the smaller the percentage that must be sampled-in order to realize
an estimator variance of a given size.

For example, with a population of

100 pupils it might be necessary to sample 50 peacent (or 50 out of 100),

but with a population of 10,000 pupils it might only he necessary to sample
one percent (or 100 out of 10,0n0) to realize a given estimator variance.
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The larger the variance of the variable for which a parameter is to be
estimated, the larger the sample size required to achieve a given estimator variance.

This is

altuitively reasonable.

If the variable (for

Objective 1, reading achievement) has a large variance, estimates will
fluctuate greatly from sample to sample; a larger sample size will-be
1

required to reduce its average fluctuations.

.

Finally, the smaller the

estimation error that can be tolerated7-the larger will be the required,
ample size,- PoainT this rule-is intiait4vely-reasenablei---

Should simple random sampling really be used to achieve Objective 1?
Probably not, for the follawing reasons.

First, there are other, more-

efficient sampling methods that can be used.

Second, it would be admin-

.!

isiratively cumbersome to use simple random sampling.

AS previously

mentioned, the assessment director would need a complete list of all
fifth-graders enrolled in the state.

While such a list could probably

be compiled in most states, its preexistence is doubtful, and its'compilaticn would be expensive.

When sampled fifth-graders were actually

tested, some classes of 25 would have 20 tested pupils, some would/ have
only one or two tested pupils, and some Would have none at all.

iesting

only some of the pupils in a class/born is administratively cumbersome, and

probably should be avoided unless the nunherof pupils drawn from each
classroom is very small.

Simplerandom sampling is almost always discussed in sampling texts
because it is a straightforward procedure, and can be used to illustrate
important sampling properties.

It also provides a benchmark against

1
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which the efficiency of more sophisticated sampling procedures can be
compared.

For statewide assessment the practicality of simple random

sampling is limited, although it may be useful when the objective is to
estimate some property of schools or school districts.

Stratified Random Swaim
An alternative to simple random sampling that could be used to

Stratified random

achieve Objective 1 is stratified random samEling

sampling is generally more efficient than simple random sampling, because-it takes advantage of facts that are known about the elements of a population.

Stratified random sampling can be contrasted with simple random

sampling by considering a specific example.
simple random sample necessary to,es

Suppose that the size of a

te the average reading achievement

of a state's fifth-graders was found to be 200.

Following the proceduge

for selecting a simple random sample, it is possible that the 200 pupils

selected migh have an achievement average that was far higher than the
average for all fifth-graders in the state.

This would almost surely be

the case if most of the pupils in the saMple had verbal IQ scores that
were, say, above 130.

Suppose it was possible to guard against samples

that had almost all high-IQ pupils, by ensuring that any sample selected
i.

would have some low-IQ pupils, some mid-IQ pupils and some high-IQ pupils,
with percentages of each similar to the percentages for the whole state.

Samples of pupils that cane close to representing the state's fifthgraders on verbal IQ would probably do a good jrb of representing them
on reading achievement.

This is true because verbal IQ-score and read-
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Lag achievement are highly related; those with high verbal IQ-scores
are likely to have high reading achie4ement scores, and thOse with low verbal
IQ-scores are likely to have lcw reading achievenent scores.

Use of known

relationships among variables and available data on sampling units ip
what makes stratified' sampling efficient.

StratifieeSampling prevents

the selection of extremely unrepresentative samples (such as all high-

IQqApils), and thereby prevents large estimation errors.

To achieve an

esti.m,,tor variance of a given size, stratified sampling will therefore

require a smaller sample size than will simple random sampling.
stratified random sampling, elements of the population are first
classified into categories called strata, according to their values on one
or more stratification variables.

In the previous example, verbal IQ

played the role of a stratification variable.

Any variable for which a

value is known for every element of the population can be used as a
stratification variable.

However, stratified sampling, won't be efficient
so

unless the stratification ,variable and the variable for which estimates

are desired (reading aChieVement in the previous example) are highly related.

Considering the previous example more explicitly, suppose that verbal
J.

IQ was to be used as a stratification variable, and the parameter to be

estimated was the average reading achievement of all fifth-graders in a
state.

The first step in using stratified ri tdom sampling would, be to

defihe appropriate strata.

For example, law-IQ pupils might be defined

as those with verbal IQ- scores below 85, mid-IQ pupils might be defined
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as those with verbal I0-soores between '86 and 115, and high-IQ pupils as
those with verbal IQ-scores of 116 or more.

These IQ intervals would

define three strata, anqmight be labeled stratum 1, stratum 2 and stratum
is

3.. Once the strata were defined, each fifth-grader in the state would be
Classified as a member of stratum 1, 2 or 3 depending. on his (her) verbal.
IQ- score.

When all fifth -gra

in the state had been assigned to strata,

a simple random sample of pupils would be drawn from each stratum.

The

average reading achievement of pupils sampled from each stratum would then
be calculated, and these averages Would be weighted appropriately to form

an estimate of the average achievement of fifth-graders throughout the state.-The estimator would be both unbiased and consistent.

For estimating a statewide average, stratified random sampling has the
same disadvantages as simple random sampling.

that lists all fifth-gradersin the state.

It requires a sampling frame

In addition, it might result in

__selection of a few pupils from Some classes and many pupils from others.
It thus has the potential of being administratively disruptive in some
pdhools and districts.

,

The main advantag lof stratified 'random sampling is its efficiency
(when the right stratification variables are used).

In addition, when

stratified sampling is used in statewide assessment or in other educational data-collection programs, the information needed for stratification is generally available.

During the last decade at least, group IQ

testing has been almost universal, and nearly all school districts admin-

isir standardized achievement tests (Goslin, 1967).

In addition, school

systems record all manner of information on their pupils such as parental

-28occupations, educational levels of parents, and sizes of pupils' families.

All of these,variables tend to be highly related to current educational
achievement (Nollenkopf and 1Nklville, 1956; Burkhead, 1967), and if
a

available, would be quite useful as stratification variables in statewide assessments.
In theory, strata can be defined by any number of variables.

One could

-tot-example, stratify pupils by IQ-score and status-level of father's occupation.

The strata thus formed might be labeled lag-IQ and low-status

occupation, law-IQ and mid-status occupation, lad-IQ and high-status occupation,, mid -IQ and lad-status occupation, etc.

Stratification by two

or more variables is only efficient when each stratification variable is
highly related to the variable for which estimates are sought, and when
the stratification variables a_e not highly related among themselves.

The

previous.example, stratification of pupils by IQ-level and by status level
of father's occupation, would probably be an unnecessarily cumbersome procedure.

Although reading achievement is highly related to both IQ-level

and status-level of father's occupation, the two, stratification variables

are themselves highly related.

Pupils

higher IQ levels, and vice versa.

from high-status homes tend to have

Stratifying pupils by these two variables

,is therefore redundant; stratification by either variable would be almost

as efficient as stratification by both; although IQ-level would probably be

abetter stratification variable than would father's occupation.
Practical use of stratified sampling requires several design decisions
in addition to those already discussed.

Once stratification variables

have been chosen, the sample designer must decide haw many strata to usej

-29the limits or boundaries for edch stratum (T. g., IQ! below 90, IQ, between

91-110, etc.), the size of the sample to AO.ect, and the number of units
to sample from each stratum.

Each of these topics has been the' subject

of theoretical and empirical study in the theory of sampling.

Again,

some p

cal factors that influence the decisions will he described.

choice

number of strata depends on the magnitude of the relationship

The

strati fication variable and the variable for which estimates
The stronger the relationship, the.larger the number of, strata

are sought.

that will prove useful, although practical limits are reached very quidkly.'

Even men the stratification Variable and the variable of interest have a
oorrelation coefficient of 0.90, there is not much advantage-to using aloft
than four strata (Cochran, 1963).

The problem of determining boundaries

for strata so as to make stratified sampling as efficient as possible has
been given considerable attention by Dalenius and Hodges (1959).

They

provide formulas that can be used in practice, but defy simple, intuitive
.-1

explatiation.

Explicit formulas also exist for determining the sample,

size to use in stratified samplin9.

As in simple random sampling, re-

quired sample site depends on the population size and the size of the
estimation errors one can tolerate.

Unlike simple random sampling, the

sample size for stratified sampling also depends on how well the population has been stratified.

The object of stratification is to form categories,

within which sampling units are as nearly alike as possible on the variable of
interest.

The more nearly this has been accomplished, the smaller will be

the sample size required to achieve a given estimator variance.

Determina-

tion of the number of units to be sampled from each stratum is generally

-30handlod in one, of two ways.

Using a procedure termed optimal allocation,

a specific formula indicates the sample size for each stratum.

The

advantage of this procedure is that it makes a given stratified sampling

An al-

-procedure as efficient as possible (hence the term optimal).
ternative procedure is termed proportional allocation.

__

With proportion-

al allocation, the size of the sample selected from each stratum is proportional to the number of population elements in the stratum.

The ad-

vantages of proportional allocation include simplified estimation formulas,
and assurance that the stratified sampling proOedure will be at least as
efficient as simple random sampling.

Systematic Sampling
-The average reading achievement of fifth-graders in a state could
also be estimated by using a systematic sampling procedure.

Several

systematic sampling procedures have been developed in the last two decades,
'

but only the One used most widely--linear systematic sampling--will be
considered.

Like simple random sampling, linear systematic sampling would require
a sampling frame of fifth-grade pupils.

Instead ofconsulting a table of

random numbers to determine each sampled pupil, a random number table is
consulted only once with linear systematic sampling.

The. sampling frame of

pupils is considered to be an ordered list. lhe first sampled pupil is
selected randomly, and successive pupils are selected at multiples of a
constant interval beyond the first.
clarify the procedure.

A specific example may help to
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Suppose it wai desired to select a linear systematic sample consisting of,ten percent of the fifth-graders in the population.

TO determine

the first sampled pupil, a number between one and ten would be drawn from
a random number table.

The pupil with the corresponding number on the

'sampling frame would become the first sampled pupil.
tenth pupil would be sampled.

,

Thereafter, every

Thus if the random number six were drawn

from the table, the first sampled pupil would be the one listed sixth in
the frame, the next sampled pupil would be listed 16th in the frame, the

next 26th, and so on, until the sampling frame had been exhausted.

NUMEUCALEXAUPLE.
low..0

Consider the selection of a ten

per-

cent systematic sample from a population of filth-grade
pupils.

Suppose that a table of random-numbers had been

consulted to select a number between one and ten, and that
the

nurtbe-r-drawnJdac

s1x,

if

he cartlin;; franc were as

follows, the aamrled pupils muid be those marked 1,1th an
asterisk:

Pupil Number
1

T'vil Name
.!urphy, ,Tonr

ra,

P(1/.41

-32Pupil Number

Pupil Name

13

Tocco, Brenda

14

Malcolm, Thomas'

11

Anjofn Douglas
Fouratt, :Marron

416
17

Brambl-ey, Joan

18

Willis, Kevin

1d

PicardRonald
Libby, 1,1nda

Arcieri, Sheryl
on

Kristof, Charles

Patton on, Virginia

Johnson, Elmer

24

.:"axe, Anne

rtahl, Mildred

41.7

:27

Walsh, Helen

!?8

Patric -!a

:7;!

t

;77.i7lify 'he ,.iont?.nuation of the list,
of POCry tte.'011 pupil beyond the 26th,

1 thc
t;;;.

14

fr-rw, 12.7,! beCn.

'740 Inv':

77%7/

.1,17

:!:.4' ,7)1

,u1

Z(20 t

aue tel.

Thus'

ono oeleeted for

number

Systematic sampling has the advantage that it is easy to apply by
hand, whereas simple, random sampling or stratified random sampling are

quite tedious without a computer when a sample of appreciable size must
be drawn.

When used in an assessment plogram, systematic sampling would
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also ensure that the number of pupils sampled from each class

L

m was

approximately equal, provided the sampling frame listed pupils sequential&

ly

by. classroom.

Like simple random sampling though, systematic salfpling

would require a list of fall fifth-graders in the state:

Unlike simple random sampling and stratified sampling, linear
systematic sampling is sometimes undependable.

It is not always conc

sistent, and there are no really good ways to estimate mean square error;

_Conversely, linear systematic sampling can he very efficient if the list
used for sampling'is carefully constructed.

If pupils wereslisted al-

phabetically in the sampling frame, one would suppose, that their average

achievement'might be estimated about as efficiently.as Ilith'simple random.
sampling.

In fact, alphabetic listing of pupils sometimes results in

more efficient tistimatioa (Jaeger, 1270), although_this won't always be
the case.

Real gains in the efficiency of systematic sampling can.be

realized by listing pupils in increasing order on some variable that is

highly related to the 'variable of interest; For example, if a linear('
systematic sample of fifth-graders was selected from a sampling frame in
which pupils were listed in increasing order of their verbal I

res,

average reading achievement could he estimated very effficiently.

The

effect of such ordered listings is much the same as the eforigZ

trat- t

ification, since sampling from an ordered'list ensures that some pupils
are sampled at all levels of the variable used for ordering.

Linear systematic sampling is one of those prgceduresorentioned
earlier, that iStiEt always consistent and, depending on the relationship

between the sample size and the population size, may lead to biased esti-
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Usually the magnitude of the estimation bias is inconsequential,

If sampling

but the lack of consistency may prove to be ti serious problem.

must be done without a computer and if the

red sample size is large,

linear systematic sampling should be conside red for statewide assessment.

Otherwise, alternative sampling procedures (uch as stratified sampling)
will provide more dependable results,

Cluster Samplin9
the sampling procedures discussed to this point, the sampling
units used were basic elements of a population; e. g., individual pupils.'

In cluster smla.in, the sampling units are not basic population elements
but are groups or aggregations of such elements. These groups of elements
are termed clusters.
Incnost applications of cluster sampling, the clusters used_
naturally-occurring groups.

are

In surveys of consumer behavior, for example,

hares are frequently used as sampling units.

When estimating the average

achievement of fifth-graders throughout a state, several naturally-occurring
clusteiS of.. pupils might be used--school districts, schools, 'or homerooms.

Of course, these aren't the only possibilities for clusters.

One might

consider groups of students living in particular areas of the state or.
groups of pupils with last names beginning with the same letter.

However,

..naturally-occurringclusters afford far greater administrative convenience
than would these contrived clusters.

Pupils can readily be identified:by_

classroom, school or school district, and could easily be assembled fortesting and measurement on a homeroom-by-homeroom or school-by-school basis.
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If a cluster sampling procedure is identified by the units used as
clusters--school districts, schools, homerooms, or combinations of these- many. different cluster sampling procedures could be used to gather data

for Object a 1.
consider on

Before enumerating some of the possibilit

s

let's

in detail, and thereby introduce some of the language of

cluster sampling.

Suppose it was decided to use schools as clusters, and to test the
reading achievement of al] fifth-graders enrolled in sampled schools.
procedure is an example of single -stage cluster samplin9.

This

The tamplin

plan umuld be carried out by first constructing a sampling frame of all
schools in the state that enrolled fifth-grade pupils.

A simple random

sample of schools could then be selected using a table of random numbers,
just as in simple randamisaMPling of pupils, described above;

All of the

fifth-grade pupils in sampled schools would then be given a reading achieves

uent test, and appropriate formulas would 1-,! applied to the test results in

order to estimate average achievement for the state.

The formulas to be

used (estimators) are well known in the sampling theory literature, and can
be found in ary standard text such as Cochran (1963).

This cluster sampling procedure has some obvious administrative advantages.'

First, the state department of education is likely to have a

complete list of schools that enroll fifth-graders, although it probably
doesn't have a list of fifth-graders enrolled in the state.

Thus a ready-

made sampling frame is likely to exist for this sampling rrocedui...

Second, only a sample of schools will bo involVed in testing.
114.

DisrupLicn

-36of normal' academic procedures will be confinei to the sample of schools,
p

the costs of distributing testing materials will be reduced, and admihistrative procedures will be simplified.

The administrative convenience of this sampling procedure is likely
to be offset by a substantial reduction in efficiency.

In almost all

cases, cluster samplingof schools will be far less efficient than simple

rando sampling of pupils.

The "almost" is inserted in the previous

sentence because there are notable exceptions to the rule.

The efficiency

I

of single-stage cluster sampling depends on many factors, some of which
can be controlled by the sample designer.

The composition of the clusters

used influences efficiency to a large degree.
lustrate this point.

Two extreme cases will il-

To take one extreme, wippose that all of the fifth-

graders in any given school had the same reading achievennt score.

In

this case, testing all the fifth-graders in a school would be a waste

of time and money; the average achievement in a school could be determined
by testing just one fifth-grader.

More to the point, the effective

sample size is equal to the,! number
number of schools in which testing takes

place, rather than the number of pupils tested (since testing more
than one pupil in a school would provide only redundant nformation).
In technical terms, this extreme case represents a situation in which

all of the elements within a cluster are completely homogeneous on the
variable to be estimated.

The other extreme would occur in a situation

where the average reading achievement of fifth-graders in each school
-4

was identical, and equalled the average foil the whole state.

In this
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case, the average for the state could be estimated perfectly by collecting data in only one school, since testing pupils in more than one
school would provide only redundant information. In technical terms,
this extreme represents a situation in which elements within a cluster
are as heterogeneous as elements within the entire population, and
where clusters are comPletely homogeneous.

In real life, the com-

position of the population will fall somewhere between these extremes.
For cluster, sampling to be efficient, we would like the composition of

the population to be similar to the second extreme:

not much difference

among clusters on the variable to be estimated, and a lot of heterogeneity
among elements in the same cluster.

With this composition, only a few

clusters need be sampled in order to get a good topEesentation of the
entire population.

Unfortunately, the naturally-occurring clusters available for statewide assessments tend to provide homogeneity within clusters and hetezo,

geneity between clusters for many variables likely to be of interest.
C nsider sampling of schools to estimate pupil achievement.

At least be-

fore bussing for purposes of deseg gation the attendance areas of schools
tended to be defined by'neighboe,Nbds that were relatively homogeneous in
their socio-economic and racial compositions.

In a society where neighbor-

hoods tend to be defined by people of the same social and economic level,
it is natural that schools tend to be harogeneous in these variables.

Since

pupils' scores on achievement tests are highly related to the socio-,economic
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,status

ofitheir families, schools also tend to be homogeneous in measured

academic achievement.

The composition of the population of interest (e. g., all fifth-graders
in a state) is a factor beyond the control of the sample designer; whatever
is found must be tolerated.

However, there are factors that the user of

cluster sampling can control so as togreatly increase sampling efficiency.
One such factor is the estimation procedure.employed.

When the clusters to

be sampled are not only heterogeneous, but also tend to vary greatly in size
(both are tendencies of schools and school districts), simple random sampling

of-clusters with unbiased estimation of averages is very inefficient. A
more efficient alternative involves simple random sampling of clusters and
use of an estimation procedure known as ratio estimation.

To use ratio

estimation, the number of elements in each cluster must be known; a revire.

meet that is easily met in most assessment applications.
is biased, but consistent.

The ratio estimator

The amount of bias is likely to be small for

populations used fn statewide assessments, and the mean square error will
usually be much smaller than that of the unbiased estimator.
ratio estimation can be found in Murthy 41967) Cochran

Formulas for

(1963) and Hansen,

Hurwitz and Madow (1953).

Additional alternatives modify both the sampling procedure and the
estimation procedure used with single-stage cluster sampling.

By defini-

tion, each cluster has an equal chance of being selected when clusters are
sampled randomly.

One EIlyi-nativr procedure, known as PPS sampling, selects

clusters with probabilities proportional to their sizes.

If schools were

,
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being used as clusters in order to estimate average fifth-grade reading
achievement, the probability of selecting a given school would depend on
its fifth-grade enrollment.

A school with 200 fifth-graders would be twice

as likely to enter the sample as would a school with 100 fifth-graders.

The PPS procedure provides not only a sampling method but associated estimators of averages,. proportions and variances as well.
1,1)

It is simplest to do

ampling "with replacement" since selection probabilities varx as the
is drawn, when saopling is done without replacement.

PPS sampling

eplacement pl.ovides unbiased estimation, but is an inconsistent procedure.

The mean square error of the estimator gets consistently smaller

as sample size ig increased, but does not go to zero when the sample size
equals the population size.

In practical situations, this lack of con-

sistency will be a problem only when the required sample size is very close
to the population size.

PPS sampling is efficient only when cluster size is highly related to
the variable for which estimates are desired.

Since school size and school

district size are not highly related to basic-skills achievement (Burkhead,
1967), PPS sampling will not be efficient for estimation of average achievement in a state.

Sone school and district "input" variables (sudkrag-the

average value of the taxable property in an attendance area or district)
are highly related to school or district size, and PPS sampling would
probably be very efficient for estimation of these variables.

A final alternative, PPES sampling, is likely to be a very efficient
way of estimating average achievement i

a state.

PPES stands for "pErai=
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ability Eroportional to expected size" (Cochran, 1963) , a term that is ap*

propriate in some sampling contexts but not in the context of statewide
PPES sampling was first introduced to handle situations in

assessment.

which cluster sizes were not known exactly.

In these cases, "expected

sizes" rather than actual sizes were used.

In assessment applications, cluster sizes are usually known but are
often. nearly .unrelated to the variables for which estimates are desired.

____The_greater the relationship between the variable for which estimates are
sought and the "expectedesize" variable, the higher the efficiency of PPES
sampling.

This being true, clusters can be sampled with probabilities pro-

portional to any variable that has a known

lue for every cluster in the

ation; the variable used can be totally unrelated to cluster size.
the case of Objective 1.

Suppose that a group IQ-test had been

ellto every fourth-grader in the state in the year preceding the

current as,ssment.

If the state had records containing

average IQ of

fourth-graders for each school and the fourth-grade enrollment of each school,

the product of these two could be used very effectively as an "expected size"
measure when estimating average fifth-grade reading achievement.

This pro-

cedure would be highly efficient because the average of fourth-grade IQscores and the average of fifth-grade reading achievement scores would
be highly related across schools.

Like PPS sampling, PPES sampling results in unbia6d but inconsistent
estimation.

Again, inconsistency will be a practical problem only when

the required sample size is very close to the-population size.

Additional

information on PPS sampling and PPES sampling can be found in Murthy (1967)
and in Cochran (1963).
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Instead of using schools as clusters, the average reading achievement
of fifth-graders in the state could be estimated by using either homerooms
or school districts as clusters.

Either of these single-stage cluster.

sampling-procedures'would be feasible, provided appropriate sampling frames
could be,constructed.

Undoubtedly, every state department of education

A

has a complete listing of school districts that enroll fifth-graders.

sampling frame of homerooms probably wouldn't exist in most states though,
and sampling by hatercoms would require a specially constructed frame.
The cost of constructing a samplina frame of-homerooms would probably be
mere than offset by the increased efficiency of a single-stage cluster
sampling plan with homerooms as clusters.

In most states, cluster sampling

of homerooms would be fai more efficient than cluster. sampling of schools,

and cluster sampling of schools would be more efficient than clUster sampling
of districts.

The increased efficiency is due in part to substantially

greater size variability among districts than among schools, and among
schools than among homerooms.

Thus far we have considered only single-stage cluster
cedures.

sling

pro-

Many multi-stage cluster sampling procedures could .)e used to
Pos-

estimate the average reading achievement of a state's fifth-gladers.
sibilities include the following:

1)

A random sample of schOols could be

drawn, and within sampled schools, random samples of homeroom could be
selected.

All fifth-graders in sampled homerooms would be tested.

2)

random sample of districts could be drawn, and within sampled districts,

A
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random samples of schools could be selected.
schools would be tested.

3)

All fifth-graders in sampled

A random sample of districts could be drawn,

And within sampled districts, a random sample of homerooms could be selected.
All fifth-graders within sampled homerooms would be tested.

4)

A random

sample of districts could be selected, and within sampled districts, random
samples of fifth-graders could be selected and tested.

5)

A random sample

of schools could he drawn and within sampled schools, random samples of
fifth-graders could be selected and tested.

6)

A random sample of fifth-

' grade homerooms could be selected, and within sampled homerooms, random

samples of pupils could be drawn and tested.

7)

A random sample of

districts could be selected, random samples of schools could be drawn with-

in sampled districts, and random samplesof homeroom could be selected
within each sampled schocl.
rooms would be tested.

8)

All fifth-grade pupils within saMpladLhafle-

A random sample of districts could be selected,

madom samples of schools could be drawn within sampled districts, random
samples of homerooms could be drawn within sampled schools, and random
samples of pupils would be selected and tested within sampled homerooms.

Although these eight procedures do not exhaust the possibilities, they
provide sufficient illustration of the flexibility of cluster sampling.
Procedures 1) through 6) are examples of two-stage cluster sampling..
In procedure 2), for example, sampling of districts constitutes the first

stage (districts are termed

rimy a sampling units or PSU's), and, sampling

of schools is the second stage.
units.

Schools would be called secondary sampling

Procedure 7) is an example of a three-stage cluster sampling pro-

cedure, with districts as PSU's, schools as secondary sampling units, and
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homerooms as tertiary sampling units.

Procedure 8) is a four-stage

cluster sampling procedure.

Multi-stage cluster sampling will often be more statistically efficient than single-stage cluster sampling.

That is, the mean square,

error of the estimator will be smaller, for a given number of elementary
units in the sample.

There are also some administrative advantages to

multi-stage sampling.

If sampling frames don't exist, they need only

be constructed for a sample of PSU's.

For example, if a state wanted

to use homerooms as clusters but didn't have the required sampling frame,
it could use two-stage sampling with districts as PSU's and homerooms as
secondary sampling units.

The district sample would be chosen first, and

sampling frames of homerooms would be needed only for sampled districts.

Cluster sampling can also be used-in combination with other procedures such as stratified sampling or systematic sampling.

One could,

for example, select samples of schools stratified by the average IQ-level

of enrolled fifth-gradeh or by a measure of the average socio-economic
status of pupils' families.

As another alternative, one could select a

simple random sample of school districts, and select systematic samplesof fifth-graders from lists arranged in order of increasing IQ-score within each sampled district.

Each of these alternatives would he more ef-

ficient than multi-stage random sampling.

The final choice among cluster sampling procedures depends on many
factors, not the least of which is previous knowledge of the population
of interest.

To choose among sampling procedures intelligently, one

should have some idea of the degree of homogeneity within and among
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potential clusters, and the re ationships among variables for which
\4

at might be used for stratification

estimates are sought and those
or as measures of size.

Even with these kinds of data, assurance that

one has chosen the best of the available alternatives can only come
through careful analysis and often, lengthy comt,utation. (See Appendix
A).

ti

It cannot be overemphasized that data typically available in schools
and school districts can be used very effectively to design efficient
sampling procedures.

4

A wealth of information on students, teachers, classes,

schools.and school districts is routinely recorded and filed in school

district offices and in offices of state departments of education.

Data

from previous testing programs are abundantly available in_41Most all
school districts rand states.

Background information on pupils and teachers

is also on file in most school districts.

If judiciously selected and

.

evaluated, these data can be used for stratification, for arrangement of

populations in ordered lists, and for pretesting of potentially efficient
Sampling procedures.

This mechanical use of information to' arrange and

sort populations should not provoke charges of invasion of privacy, since
individuals' names need be associated with individual data elements only
for purposes of sampling.

Matrix Sampling
Each of the sampling procedures considered to this point has assumed
that all sampled pupils respond to the same set of measures; e. g., the
same reading comprehension test.

Tn the past ten years, researchers have

paid it xeasing attention to procedures that sample test items as well as
students.

These procedures are termed multiple matrix sampling,
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and have been used successfully in National Assessment as well as in
several statewide assessments.
1

Multiple matrix sampling could be used to estimate the average reading achievement of all fifth-graders in a state.
as follows.
used:

The procedure might be

Suppose that a.50-item reading achievement test was to be

Instead of administering the entire test to all sampled pupils,

the test could be divided into five forms with ten items each.

Each

sampled pupil would then take a 10-item form instead of the entire 50item test.

Each of the 50 items would be used in a 10-item form, and

approximately equal numbers of pupils would complete each 10-item form.

Lord (1955; 1962) has developed formulas for estimating the average score
pupils would have earned, had each completed the entire 50-item test.

Empirical studies of the best way to divide tests into forms and the sizes
of pupil samples to use with each form have been completed by Shdemaker
(J 970; 1971) and Knapp (1968), among others.

To date, statistical procedures for analysis of multiple matrix
sampling have been developed only for simple random sampling of items
and pupils.

Although more camplex designs can be used, needed analytic

procedures are not yet available.

Objective 2:

Estimating the proportion of third-graders in each school

district who can successfully achieve an arithmetic objective.

Some statewide assessments use test items that are specifically
designed to measure the achievement of particular objectives.

For example,

an assessmept might include items designed to measure achievement of
the arithmetic objective "Addition of pairs of single-digit integers".
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be_
-FiVe6-"stiui items might be administered to a pupil, and the pupil might
complete
said to have achieved the objective provided he can successfully
three of the five items.

Suppose that a statewide assessment contained such objectivesrelated items, and that the principal purpose of the assessment was to

districts
determine the proportion of pupils in each of the state's school
that had achieved each designated objective.
Many of the sampling procedures described above could be used to
achieve Objective 2.

Only in very small school districts (e. g., thosr

with grade three enrollments under 200) would sampling be uneconomica
Among the procedures that might be used to achieve Objective 2 are s
random sampling of pupils, stratified random sampling, linear systematic
sampling, and some forms of cluster sampling.
With Objective 2, each school district's third-graders would con--.
stitute a separate population, and sampling in each school district could
be handled differently.

That is, one district might use simple'random

sampling, while another might use two-stage cluster sampling of schools
and homerooms, with homerooms stratified by average ability level of
pupils.

In practice, use of several different sampling procedures

would make good sense if the districts varied greatly in size.

While

cluster sampling would be infeasiole in a small school district (say,

one with only three elementary schools), it might prove to be highly
efficient in a state's largest school districts.
To accomplish Objective 2, simple -an3 -111 sampling would be handled
just as it is described for Objective 1. Standard formulas exist for

-47the estimation of proportions through simple random sampling, es-they

do for the estimation of mean square errors (Murthy, 1967; Hansen,.

Hurwitz and Madow, 1953).

When the objective is estimation of a proportion, stratified
sampling is unlikely to afford appreciable increases in efficiency
over simple random sampling.

To be efficient, stratified sampling

requires that variances within strata be much smaller than the variance
within the whole population.

The variances of proportions are very

similar, unless the proportions are extremely large or extremely small
(the variances of proportions. in the range 0.2 to 0.8 are very similar).
k

Thus little reduction in the variance of proportions can be gained from
stratification.
if

Use of linear systematic sampling is just as reasonable for the

achievement of Objective 2 as it was for the achievement of .Objective 1.

The same potential advantages, and the same cautions, apply.

A school

district is more likely than a state department of education to have past

test data and other infcation on individual students.

This information

can be used to create ordered sampling frames, permitting systematic
sampling from an ordered list.

Unless a school district.is very large, multi-stage cluster sampling
will not be practical.

For moderately large school systems (enrollments

of ten thousand to thirty thousand), single-stage cluster sampling of
homerooms is likely to he administratively practical and statistically
efficient for estimation of averages or -)roportions.

Compiling a list

of third -grade homerooms should not be difficult in a district of moderate
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of
Sampling by homeroom would permit testing of intact groups

distribUtion of materials
pupils, and would provide a convenient route for
and handling of assessment materials in the field:

convenient in
Multiple- matrix-sampling could also be economical and
all but the smallest school systems.

Shoemaker (1970) has shown that

provided
multiple matrix sampling is useful for estimation of averages,
the population is no smaller than 100.

This paper was intended to help the reader become conversant with
important sampling terms and concepts, and to become aware of sampling
procedures that might be used in a statewide assessment.

It was not

intended to create instant sample-design experts or sampling theorists.
If the reader has gained a basic understanding of such terms and
concepts as estimate, estimator, population parameter, estimator bias,

statewide assessetc., and if some of the sampling options available for
ments are now intelligible, the paper has accomplished its purpose.
Designing an efficient sample requires knowledge of the science
of sampling.

But perhaps more than in other statistically-oriented

disciplines, good sample design is an art.

It requires a-Sensitivity

to the nature of the populations of interest, and attention to
information and data that mIght, to the novice, seem unrelated to the
sampling task at hand.

For these reasons, there is no substitute for

experience when...a, truly efficient sample design is desired.

Investment

s,

in expert sampling consultation will usually be repaid many times over
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by the economies an efficient design provides.

But It behooves the

assessment director to be ccnversant, if not expekt, on sampling and
its potentials.

By knowing a little about the subject, the right'

questions can be asked, and the right data can be provided.

The task

of the sample designer will be made easier, and the resulting product
all the better.
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-51APPENDIX A
Evaluation of Alternative Cluster Sampling Procedures--An Fxample

When choosing among alternative cluster sampling procedures, the
kinds of theoretical notions discussed in this paper (a procedure will

be more efficient when cluster sizes don't vary much, heterogeneity
within clusters and homogeneity between clusters will provide increased
efficiency, etc.) provide some guidance.
.

In a specific application,

assurance that one is using the best procedure can also be gained through
analysis of data from the school district or state where sampling is to
be used.

Many characteristics of schools, school districts, and groups of
students show remarkable stability from year to year.

For example, the

average basic skills achievement of a school's fourth-grade class is

likely to be very similar in two successive years,as is the socio-economic
composition of the school's student body.

When searching for a sampling

procedure that provides aximum efficiency, one can take advantage of
this kind of stability.

The method is as follows:

Use datafrom the

previous school year to evaluate the efficiency of the sampling procedures.
being considered for the current year.

Since it is unlikely that sampling

has been used in the past, data will be available for all students,
classes and schools in the district or'state.

With data available for

the entire population (a situation that will not hold for the current
school year if sampling is used), results of sampling the previous year's
population using a variety of procedures can be readily compared.

An example of this kind of, evaluation uses data from a single school

district, called Anydistrict (Jaeger, 1q70).

For simplicity, computation

of estimates and estimator variances will not be shown; only initial data
and final results will be presented.

The population parameter to be estimated in this example is the
average reading achievement of the district's sixth-graders.

The sixth-

grade enrollment of the district is 1180, with 45 sixth-grade Classes
in 21 schools.

Data available from the previous school year-include the

average sixth-grade reading achievement in each school, the sixth-grade

enrollment in each school, and the average verbal ability soore'of fifth,

graders in each school.

These data will he used to evaluate four alter-

ative cluster sampling and estimation procedures:

Simple random sampling

schools with unbiased estimation, simple random sampling of schools

with

.tio estimation, sampling of schools with probabilities proportion-

al to their sixth-grade enrollm4nts.(PPS sampling and-estimation):, and
sampling of schools with probabilities proportional to totals of fifthgrade ability test scores (PPFS sampling and estimation).

The evaluation of each cluster sampling procedure will use data
from the entire population of 21 schools.

variances can be calculated exactly.

With these data, estimator

It must be emphasized that

data for the entire population will be available only when all sixthgraders in the district arc tested--a situation that will not obtain in
the current school year, when sampling is used.

The method then, is to

use population data from a previous school year to evaluate. alternative
sampling procedures, and to ,,ssume that the most efficient procedure for

one school year will also be most efficient for the next year.
sumption is generally sound.

The as-
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The following table shows sixth-grade average reading achievement
scores, sixth-grade enrollments, and average fifth-grade

ability

test scores for the 21 schools in the district under study.
real.

The data are

They were provid6d-by-the research office of a medium.- sized school

district.

Table A: Sixth-grade Average Reading Achievements, Sixth-drade Enrollments,
and Average Fifth-Grade Ability-Test Scores for Elementary Schools in
Anydistrict.
1

School
Number

Average Grade 6
Readi-ag Achievement *

Grade 6
Enrollment

Average Grade 5

321.14.qfsore

1

66.11

56

33.54

2

66.83

65

32.96

3

71.27

71

38.06

4

56.09

5 8 k

33.81

5

64.57

47

34.29

6

71.09

66

37.84

7

74.89

55

36.70

8

70.67

99

37.69

9

74.51

57

39.06

10

68.13

40

37.19

11

70.02

59

36.10

12

72.57

72

39.90

13

58.86

43

35.36

14

66.35

63

36.20

15

70.71

38

36.92

16

65.82

51

34.42

17

70.98

51

35.15

18

67.56

41

33.51

19

82.21

29

/41.76

20

65.61

74

35.02

21

51.14

49

30.18

*Average number of test items correct.
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The data in Table A were used in formulas for the variance of the
estimated mean/appropriate to each of the four cluster sampling and
estimation procedures.

In all cases, it was assumed that 10/of the 21

schools in Anydistrict were sampled, and that all sixth-graders in
sampled schools were tested.

The sampling and estimation procedure

that provided the smallest variance was judged :to be best.

To evaluate PPS sampling, it was assumed that school were,sampled
with probabilities proportional to their sixth-grade enrollments (the
data in the third column of Table A).

To evaluate PPES sampling, a

slightly more-complex assumption was made.

The measure of "size" used

for a school was equal to the product of the school's sixth-grade enrollment, and the average ability-test score earned by the school's
fifth-graders (the data in columns three and four in Table A). ,while

this producOsixth-grade enrollment times fifth-grade ability test
score) might not have much meaning as an assessment statistic, it makes
an excellent variable for PPES sampling since it is highly correlated
with the total of sixth-grade reading achievement scores in a school.

The variances of estimators of average sixth-grade achievement in
the district are given in Table R, below:

Table B: Variances of Estimators of Average Achievement for Sixth-Grade
Sample Size is 10 Schools from a Population of 21.
Students in Anydistrict.

Sampling and Estimation Method

Estimator Variance

Simple random sampling of schools with
unbiased estimation

21.790

Simple random sampling of schools with
ratio estimation

1.802

Sampling of schools with probabilities
proportional to sixth-grade Troilments (PPS)

3.622

Sampling of schools with probabilities
proportional to fifth-grade ability test scores

(PI*S)

1.358

-55From the data in Table B, it is clear that PPES sampling of schools
is the most efficient of the four cluster sampling procedures.

PPES

sampling is slightly more efficient than simple random sampling of schools

with ratio estimation, more than twice as efficient as PPS sampling of
schools, and more than sixteen times as efficient as simple random sampling
of schools with unbiased estimation.

Efficiency is calculated from the

ratio of estimator variances.

Although PPS sampling and PPES sampling are not consistent procedures,

the variances of their estimators do decrease steadily as sample size is
increased.

Simple random sampling of clusters with unbiased estimation

or-with ratio estimation are consi-,-ent, so the variances of their estimators also become steadily smaller as sample size is. increased.

Thus one

tati_generalize_fronthe-datain-Table-41--for-all_sariple sizes that are sub-

stantially smaller than the population size.

PPEqsampling will be most

efficient, simple random sampling of schools-with ratio estimation will
be next most efficient, PPS sampling will rank third in efficiency, and
simple random sampling of schools with unbiased estimation will he very
inefficient.

The formulas used to calculate estimator variances in this example,
can be found in many sampling texts, including Murthy (1967),
(1963) and Hansen, Hurwitz and Madaw (1953).

Cochran

